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Abstract. In the given paper, we confront three finite difference ap-
proximations to the Navier–Stokes equations for the two-dimensional
viscous incomressible fluid flows. Two of these approximations were gen-
erated by the computer algebra assisted method proposed based on the
finite volume method, numerical integration, and difference elimination.
The third approximation was derived by the standard replacement of
the temporal derivatives with the forward differences and the spatial
derivatives with the central differences. We prove that only one of these
approximations is strongly consistent with the Navier–Stokes equations
and present our numerical tests which show that this approximation has
a better behavior than the other two.
1 Introduction
By its completion to involution [1], the well-known Navier–Stokes system of equa-
tions [2] for unsteady two-dimensional motion of incompressible viscous liquid
of constant viscosity may be written in the following dimensionless form [11]
f1 := ux + vy = 0 ,
f2 := ut + uux + vuy + px − 1Re (uxx + uyy) = 0 ,
f3 := vt + uvx + vvy + py − 1Re (vxx + vyy) = 0 ,
f4 := u
2
x + 2vxuy + v
2
y + pxx + pyy = 0 .
(1)
Here (u, v) is the velocity field, f1 is the continuity equation, f2 and f3 are the
proper Navier–Stokes equations [2], and f4 is the pressure Poisson equation [3].
The constant Re denotes the Reynolds number.
For discretization we use the finite difference method [4,5] and consider or-
thogonal and uniform computational grid. In this method, the finite difference
approximation (FDA) to the differential equations combined with appropriate
initial or/and boundary conditions in their discrete form constitutes the finite
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difference scheme (FDS) for construction of a numerical solution. The main re-
quirement to the scheme is convergence of its numerical solution to the solution
of differential equation(s) when the grid spacings go to zero.
The fundamental problem in numerical solving of partial differential equation
(PDE) or a system of PDEs is to construct such FDA that for any initial- or/and
boundary-value problem, providing existence and uniqueness of the solution to
PDE(s) with a smooth dependence on the initial or/and boundary data, the
corresponding FDS is convergent. For polynomially-nonlinear PDEs, e.g., the
Navier–Stokes equations, to satisfy this requirement FDA must inherit all alge-
braic properties of the differential equation(s). The necessary condition for the
inheritance is the property of s(strong)-consistency of FDA to PDEs introduced
first in [6] for linear equations and extended in [13] to nonlinear ones.
The conventional consistency [5], called in [6,13] by weak consistency (w−
consistency) implies reduction of FDA to the original PDE(s) when the grid
spacings go to zero. This consistency can be verified by a Taylor expansion of
the difference equations in the FDA about a grid point. The strong consistency
(s−consistency) implies reduction of any element in the perfect difference ideal
generated by the FDA to an element in the radical differential ideal generated
by the PDE(s). In [13], it was shown that s−consistency can be checked in
terms of a difference Gro¨bner basis of the ideal generated by the FDA. Since
difference polynomial ring [7] is non Noetherian, in the nonlinear case, gener-
ally, one cannot verify s−consistency of a given FDA through computation of
associated difference Gro¨bner basis. However, if the FDA under consideration
is w−consistent, then it is not s−consistent if and only if at some step of the
Buchberger-like algorithm (cf. [9,10] and [13]) applied to construction of the
Gro¨bner basis, a difference S-polynomial arises which in not w−consistent with
any of the consequences of the original PDE(s). In practice, this may help to
detect s−inconsistency.
In [11], the algorithmic approach to generation of FDA suggested in [12] was
applied to the Navier–Stokes equations (1). The approach is based on the finite
volume method combined with numerical integration and difference elimination.
As a result, three different w−consistent FDAs were obtained in [11]. Two of
them were analyzed in [13] from the viewpoint of s−consistency. One of these
FDAs was qualified as a ”good” one, i.e., s−consistent, by the claim that it itself
is a Gro¨bner basis. Another FDA was qualified as s-inconsistent by inspection
(observed already in [11]) that one of its differential consequences is not reduced
to a differential consequence of the system (1) when the grid spacings go to zero.
However, as explicit computation with the Maple-based implementation [9] of
the Buchberger-like algorithm [9,10] showed, the “good” FDA is not a Gro¨bner
basis what generates a need for the further investigation of its s-consistency.
In this paper, we prove that the ”good” FDA generated in [11] is indeed
s−consistent. In doing so we avoid the Gro¨bner basis computation what is rather
cumbersome. In addition, we consider universally adopted standard method to
discretization, which consists in the replacement of the temporal derivatives in
(1) with the forward differences and the spatial derivatives with the central differ-
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ences, and show that it yields FDA which is not s−consistent. To see numerical
impact of the property of s-consistency we confronted the three FDAs and com-
pared their behavior for the mixed initial-boundary value problem whose data
originate from the exact solution [14] of (1). This comparison clearly shows supe-
riority of the s−consistent FDA over the other two which are not s−consistent.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main objects
of difference algebra related to discretization of (1). Section 3 is concerned with
definition of FDA to (1) and its s-consistency. In Section 4, we consider three par-
ticular FDAs to the Navier–Stokes system (1) and establish their s-consistency
properties. Section 5 presents the results of our numerical computer experiments.
Some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
The left-hand sides of the PDEs in the Navier–Stokes system (1) can be consid-
ered as elements in the differential polynomial ring [8]
fi = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 4), F := {f1, f2, f3, f4} ⊂ R := K[u, v, p] , (2)
where {u, v, p} is the set of differential indeterminates and K := Q(Re) is the
differential field of constants.
Remark 1. It is easy to check that the differential ideal [F ] ⊂ R generated by F
is radical [8].
To approximate the differential system (2) by a difference one, we use an or-
thogonal and uniform computational grid (mesh) as the set of points (jh, kh, nτ) ∈
R3. Here τ > 0 and h > 0 are the grid spacings (mesh steps), and the triple
of integers (j, k, n) ∈ Z3 numerates the grid points. In doing so, in a grid node
(jh, kh, nτ) a solution to (1) is approximated by the triple of grid functions
{unj,k, vnj,k, pnj,k} := {u, v, p} |x=jh,y=kh,t=τn . (3)
Now we introduce the set of mutually commuting differences {σx, σy, σt}
acting on a grid function φ(x, y, t), which is to approximate a solution of (1) on
the grid points, as the forward shift operators
σx ◦ φ(x, y, t) = φ(x+ h, y, t) ,
σy ◦ φ(x, y, t) = φ(x, y + h, t) ,
σt ◦ φ(x, y, t) = φ(x, y, t+ τ) .
(4)
The monoid generated by the differences will be denoted by Σ, i.e.,
Σ := {σi1x σi2y σi3t | i1, i2, i3 ∈ N≥0 } , (∀σ ∈ Σ ) [σ ◦ 1 = 1 ] ,
and the ring of difference polynomials over K will be denoted by R. The ele-
ments in R are polynomials in the difference indeterminates u, v, p (dependent
variables) defined on the grid points and in their shifted values
{ σi1x σi2y σi3t ◦ w | w ∈ {u, v, p}, {i1, i2, i3} ∈ N3≥0 } .
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Definition 1. [7] A total order ≺ on {σ ◦w | σ ∈ Σ, w ∈ {u, v, p} } is ranking
if for all σ, σ1, σ2, σ3 ∈ Σ and w,w1, w2 ∈ {u, v, p}
σ σ1 ◦ w  σ1 ◦ w , σ1 ◦ w1  σ2 ◦ w2 ⇐⇒ σ ◦ σ1 ◦ w1  σ ◦ σ2 ◦ w2
The set M of monomials in the ring R reads
M := { (σ1 ◦ u)i1(σ2 ◦ v)i2(σ3 ◦ p)i3 | σj ∈ Σ, ij ∈ N≥0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 } . (5)
Definition 2. [13] A total order  on M is admissible if it extends a ranking
and
(∀µ ∈M\{1}) [µ  1]∧ (∀σ ∈ Σ) (∀µ, a, b ∈M ) [ a  b⇐⇒ µ·σ◦a  µ·σ◦b ] .
Given an admissible monomial order , every difference polynomial p has the
leading monomial lm(p) ∈ M and the leading term lt(p) := lm(p) lc(p) with the
leading coefficient lc(p). Throughout this session, every difference polynomial
is to be normalized (i.e., monic) by division of the polynomial by its leading
coefficient. This provides ( ∀p ∈ R ) [ lc(p) = 1 ].
Now we consider the notions of difference ideal [7] and its standard basis.
The last notion was introduced in [13] in the full analogy to that in differential
algebra [16].
Definition 3. [7] A set I ⊂ R is difference polynomial ideal or σ-ideal if
(∀ a, b ∈ I ) (∀ c ∈ R ) (∀σ ∈ Σ ) [ a+ b ∈ I, a · c ∈ I, σ ◦ a ∈ I ].
If F ⊂ R, then the smallest σ-ideal containing F is said to be generated by F
and denoted by [F ].
Definition 4. [13] If for α, β ∈ M the equality β = µ · σ ◦ α holds with σ ∈ Σ
and µ ∈ M we shall say that α divides β and write α | β. It is easy to see that
this divisibility relation yields a partial order.
Definition 5. [13] Given a σ-ideal I and an admissible monomial ordering ,
a subset G ⊂ I is its (difference) standard basis if [G] = I and
(∀ p ∈ I )(∃ g ∈ G ) [ lm(g) | lm(p) ] .
If the standard basis is finite we shall call it Gro¨bner basis.
Remark 2. Based on Definition 4, one can introduce (see [13]) in difference alge-
bra the concepts of polynomial reduction and normal form of a difference polyno-
mial p modulo a set of difference polynomials P (notation: NF(p, P )). A reduced
standard basis G is such that ( ∀g ∈ G) [ g = NF (g,G \ {g}) ].
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The algorithmic characterization of standard bases and their construction in
difference polynomial rings is done in terms of difference S-polynomials.
Definition 6. [13] Given an admissible order, and monic difference polynomials
p and q (they not need to be distinct), the polynomial S(p, q) := m1 ·σ1 ◦p−m2 ·
σ2 ◦q is called (difference)S-polynomial associated to p and q if m1 ·σ1 ◦ lm(p) =
m2 · σ2 ◦ lm(q) with co-prime m1 · σ1 and m2 · σ2.
Remark 3. This characterization immediately implies [13,10] a difference version
of the Buchberger algorithm (cf. [15,16]). The algorithm always terminates when
the input polynomials are linear. If this is not the case, the algorithm may not
terminate. Additionally, one can take into account Buchberger’s criteria to avoid
some useless zero reductions. The difference criteria are similar to the differential
ones [16].
Definition 7. [7] A perfect difference ideal generated by a set F ⊂ R and de-
noted by JF K is the smallest difference ideal containing F and such that for any
f ∈ R, σ1, . . . , σr ∈ Σ and k1, . . . , kr ∈ N≥0
(σ1 ◦ f)k1 · · · (σr ◦ f)kr ∈ JF K =⇒ f ∈ JF K .
Remark 4. In difference algebra, perfect ideals play the same role (cf. [17]) as
radical ideals in commutative and differential algebra. Obviously, [F ] ⊆ JF K.
3 Consistency of Difference Approximations
Let a finite set of difference polynomials
f˜1 = · · · = f˜p = 0 , F˜ := {f˜1, . . . f˜p} ⊂ R (6)
be a FDA to (1). It should be noted that generally the number p in (6) needs
not to be equal to the number of equations in (1).
Definition 8. A differential (resp. difference) polynomial f ∈ R (resp. f˜ ∈ R)
is differential-algebraic (resp. difference-algebraic) consequence of (1) (resp. (6))
if f ∈ JF K (resp. f˜ ∈ JF˜ K).
Definition 9. We shall say that a difference equation f˜ = 0 implies (in the
continuous limit) the differential equation f = 0 and write f˜ B f if f does
not contain the grid spacings h, τ and the Taylor expansion about a grid point
(unj,k, v
n
j,k, p
n
j,k) transforms equation f˜ = 0 into f + O(h, τ) = 0 where O(h, τ)
denotes expression which vanishes when h and τ go to zero.
Definition 10. [13,6] The difference approximation (6) to (1) is weakly consis-
tent or w−consistent with (1) if p = 4 and
(∀f˜ ∈ F˜ ) (∃f ∈ F ) [ f˜ B f ] . (7)
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The requirement of weak consistency which has been universally accepted in the
literature, is not satisfactory by the following two reasons:
1. The cardinality of FDA in (13) may be different from that of the original set
of differential equations. For example, the systems {uxz+yu = 0, uyw+zu =
0 } and { yuy−zuz = 0, ux−uw = 0, uxw+yuy = 0 } in one dependent and
four dependent variables are fully equivalent (see [6], Example 3). Thus, to
construct a FDA, one can use them interchangeably. Whereas Definition 10
fastens F˜ to F .
2. A w−consistent FDA may not be good in view of inheritance of properties
of differential systems at the discrete level. We shall demonstrate this in the
next section.
Another concept of consistency was introduced in [6] for linear FDA and
then extended in [13] to the nonlinear case. For the Navier–Stokes system, it is
specialized as follows.
Definition 11. An FDA (6) to (1) is strongly consistent or s−consistent if
(∀f˜ ∈ JF˜ K ) (∃f ∈ [F ] ) [ f˜ B f ] . (8)
The algorithmic approach of paper [13] to verification of s-consistency is
based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1. [13] A difference approximation (6) to (1) is s−consistent if and
only if a (reduced) standard basis G of the difference ideal [F˜ ] satisfies
(∀g ∈ G ) (∃f ∈ [F ] ) [ g B f ] . (9)
Irrespective of possible infiniteness of the (nonlinear) difference standard ba-
sis G, it may be useful to apply an algorithm for its construction (see, for ex-
ample, the algorithms in [13,10]) and to verify s-consistency of the intermediate
polynomials. In doing so, one should check first the w−consistency of the polyno-
mials in the input FDA. Then, if the normal form p˜ of an S−polynomial modulo
the current basis is nonzero, then before insertion of p˜ into the intermediate basis
one has to construct p such that p˜ B p and check the condition p ∈ JF K.
Remark 5. Given a differential polynomial f ∈ R, one can algorithmically check
its membership in JF K by performing the involutive Janet reduction [13].
4 Three Difference Approximations to the Navier–Stokes
Equations
To analyze strong consistency of difference approximations to (1) we shall need
the following statements.
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Proposition 1. Let f˜ ∈ R be a difference polynomial. Suppose f˜ B f where f
is a differential-algebraic consequence of the Navier–Stokes system (1), f ∈ [F ].
Then a finite sum of the form
p˜ :=
∑
i
g˜i · σi ◦ f˜ , σi ∈ Σ, g˜i ∈ R (10)
also implies a differential-algebraic consequence of (1).
Proof. The shift operators in (4) are expanded in the Taylor series as follows
σx =
∑
k≥0
hk
k!
∂kx , σy =
∑
k≥0
hk
k!
∂ky , σt =
∑
k≥0
τk
k!
∂kt .
By the Taylor expansion over a grid point, in the limit when h and τ go to zero,
the right-hand side of (10) becomes differential polynomial of the form
p :=
∑
µ
bµ∂
µ ◦ f, bµ ∈ R , ∂µ ∈ { ∂ix∂jy∂kt | i, j, k ∈ N≥0 }.
Thus, p˜ B p ∈ [F ]. 
Corollary 1. Let F˜ be a FDA (6) to (1) and  be an admissible order on the
monomial set (5). Suppose (∀f˜ ∈ F˜ ) [ f˜ B f ∈ [F ]] . Then, every element p˜ in
the difference ideal [F˜ ] that admits the representation
q˜ :=
p∑
k=1
∑
i
g˜i,k · σi ◦ f˜k, σi ∈ Σ, g˜i,k ∈ R , (11)
where the leading terms of the polynomials in
∑
i g˜i,k · σi ◦ f˜k do not cancel out,
satisfies q˜ B q ∈ [F ].
Proof. Denote by pk the continuous limit of
∑
i g˜i,k · σi ◦ f˜k. Since pk ∈ [F ], the
no-cancellation assumption implies p˜ B
∑p
k=1 pk ∈ [F ]. 
Now we consider three difference approximations to system (1). The first
two of them were constructed in [11] by applying the algorithmic approach to
discretization proposed in [12] and based on the finite volume method combined
with numerical integration and difference elimination. The third approximation
is obtained by the conventional discretization what consists of replacing in (1)
the temporal derivatives with the forward differences and the spatial derivatives
with the central differences.
Every difference equation in an approximation must be satisfied in every node
of the grid. As this takes place, one can apply to every equation a finite number
of the forward shift operators (4) as well as of their inverses (the backward shift
operators) to transform the approximation into an equivalent form. Because of
this, we consider the difference approximations generated in [11] in the form
which is commonly used for numerical solving of PDEs.
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FDA 1 ([11], Eqs. 13)
e1
n
j,k :=
unj+1,k−unj−1,k
2h +
vnj,k+1−vnj,k−1
2h = 0,
e2
n
j,k :=
un+1jk −unjk
τ +
(unj+1,k)
2−(unj−1,k)2
2h +
unj,k+1v
n
j,k+1−unj,k−1vnj,k−1
2h +
pnj+1,k−pnj−1,k
2h
− 1Re
(
unj+2,k−2unjk+unj−2,k
4h2 +
unj,k+2−2unjk+unj,k−2
4h2
)
= 0,
e3
n
j,k :=
vn+1jk −vnjk
τ +
unj+1,kv
n
j+1,k−unj−1,kvnj−1,k
2h +
(vnj,k+1)
2−(vnj,k−1)2
2h +
pnj,k+1−pnj,k−1
2h
− 1Re
(
vnj+2,k−2vnjk+vnj−2,k
4h2 +
vnj,k+2−2vnjk+vnj,k−2
4h2
)
= 0,
e4
n
j,k :=
(unj+2,k)
2−2(unj,k)2+(unj−2,k)2
4h2 +
(vnj,k+2)
2−2(vnj,k)2+(vnj,k−2)2
4h2
+ 2
unj+1,k+1v
n
j+1,k+1−unj+1,k−1vnj+1,k−1−unj−1,k+1vnj−1,k+1+unj−1,k−1vnj−1,k−1
4h2
+
pnj+2,k−2pnjk+pnj−2,k
4h2 +
pnj,k+2−2pnjk+pnj,k−2
4h2 = 0 .
FDA 2 ([11], Eqs. 18)
e1
n
j,k :=
unj+1,k−unj−1,k
2h +
vnj,k+1−vnj,k−1
2h = 0,
e2
n
j,k :=
un+1jk −unjk
τ +
(unj+1,k)
2−(unj−1,k)2
2h +
unj,k+1v
n
j,k+1−unj,k−1vnj,k−1
2h +
pnj+1,k−pnj−1,k
2h
− 1Re
(
unj+1,k−2unjk+unj−1,k
h2 +
unj,k+1−2unjk+unj,k−1
h2
)
= 0,
e3
n
j,k :=
vn+1jk −vnjk
τ +
unj+1,kv
n
j+1,k−unj−1,kvnj−1,k
2h +
(vnj,k+1)
2−(vnj,k−1)2
2h +
pnj,k+1−pnj,k−1
2h
− 1Re
(
vnj+1,k−2vnjk+vnj−1,k
h2 +
vnj,k+1−2vnjk+vnj,k−1
h2
)
= 0,
e4
n
j,k :=
(unj+1,k)
2−2(unj,k)2+(unj−1,k)2
h2 +
(vnj,k+1)
2−2(vnj,k)2+(vnj,k−1)2
h2
+ 2
unj+1,k+1v
n
j+1,k+1−unj+1,k−1vnj+1,k−1−unj−1,k+1vnj−1,k+1+unj−1,k−1vnj−1,k−1
4h2
+
pnj+1,k−2pnjk+pnj−1,k
h2 +
pnj,k+1−2pnjk+pnj,k−1
h2 = 0 .
FDA 3
e1
n
j,k :=
unj+1,k−unj−1,k
2h +
vnj,k+1−vnj,k−1
2h = 0,
e2
n
j,k :=
un+1jk −unjk
τ + u
n
jk
unj+1,k−unj−1,k
2h + v
n
jk
unj,k+1−unj,k−1
2h +
pnj+1,k−pnj−1,k
2h
− 1Re
(
unj+1,k−2unjk+unj−1,k
h2 +
unj,k+1−2unjk+unj,k−1
h2
)
= 0,
e3
n
j,k :=
vn+1jk −vnjk
τ + u
n
jk
vnj+1,k−vnj−1,k
2h + v
n
jk
vnj,k+1−vnj,k−1
2h +
pnj,k+1−pnj,k−1
2h
− 1Re
(
vnj+1,k−2vnjk+vnj−1,k
h2 +
vnj,k+1−2vnjk+vnj,k−1
h2
)
= 0,
e4
n
j,k :=
(
unj+1,k−unj−1,k
2h
)2
+ 2
vnj+1,k−vnj−1,k
2h
unj,k+1−unj,k−1
2h +
(
vnj,k+1−vnj,k−1
2h
)2
+
pnj+1,k−2pnjk+pnj−1,k
h2 +
pnj,k+1−2pnjk+pnj,k−1
h2 = 0
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The difference approximations in the form (6) constructed in [11] are obtained
from FDA 1,2 by applying the forward shift operators (4) as follows.
F˜ := {σ ◦ e1nj,k, σ2 ◦ e2nj,k, σ2 ◦ e3nj,k, σ2 ◦ e4nj,k } , σ := σxσy . (12)
All three FDAs are w−consistent. This can be easily verified by the Taylor
expansion of the finite differences in the set
F˜ := {e1nj,k, e2nj,k, e3nj,k, e4nj,k} (13)
about the grid point {hj, hk, nτ} when the grid spacings h and τ go to zero.
To study s-consistency, fix admissible monomial order  on (5) such that the
leading monomials of difference polynomials in (13) read, respectively, as
{unj+1,k, un+1jk , vn+1jk , pnj+2,k for FDA 1 and pnj+1,k for FDA 2,3 } . (14)
Such monomial order can be easily constructed by extension of the block (lexdeg)
orderly (cf. [13], Remark 2) ranking {σt}{σx, σy} with p  u  v.
Proposition 2. Among weakly consistent FDAs 1,2, and 3 only FDA 1 is strongly
consistent.
Proof. From the leading monomial set (14) and the structure of FDAs it follows
that every of the approximations has the only nontrivial S−polynomial
S(e1
n
j,k, e2
n
j,k) :=
e1
n+1
j,k
τ
− e2
n
j+1,k
2h
. (15)
In the case of FDA 1, the S-polynomial (15) is expressed in terms of the difference
polynomials in (13) as follows
S(e1
n
j,k, e2
n
j,k) =
e1
n+1
j,k
τ
− e2
n
j−1,k
2h
+
e3
n
j,k+1 − e3nj,k−1
2h
+
1
Re
(
e1
n
j+2,k − 2e1njk + e1nj−2,k
4h2
+
e1
n
j,k+2 − 2e1njk + e1nj,k−2
4h2
)
− e4nj,k . (16)
The summands in the right-hand side of (16) have distinct leading terms, and
thus cannot be cancelled out. Furthermore, every summand implies a differential
consequence of the corresponding equation in the system (1). Hence, by Corol-
lary 1, the S−polynomial (15) implies, in the continuous limit, an algebraic-
differential consequence of (1).
Consider now an element p˜ of the form (11) in the ideal [F˜ ] ⊂ R generated
by the difference polynomials appearing in FDA 1. If cancellation occurs in p˜
among the leading terms, then the sum in (11) can be rewritten by means of the
right-hand side of (16) so that cancellation of the leading terms cannot occur
(cf. [15], Ch.2, § 6, Th.6). Furthermore, the S−polynomial (16) reduces to zero
modulo (13) if one applies appropriate backshift operators to (13). Consequently,
p˜ implies an element in [F ]. This proves s−consistency of FDA 1.
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In the case of FDAs 2 and 3, the corresponding S-polynomial in addition to an
expression similar to the right-hand side of (16), i.e. linear in e1, e2, e3, e4, has
extra polynomial additive which we denote by ∆2 and ∆3, respectively. In the
continuous limit, ∆2 = 0 implies
2vvyyyy + 8vyvyyy + 6v
2
yy + 2uuxxxx + 8uxuxxx + 6u
2
xx + pyyyy + pxxxx = 0 .
∆3 is given by
∆3 := −unj,k
e1
n
j+1,k + e1
n
j−1,k
2h
− vnj,k
e1
n
j,k+1 + e1
n
j,k−1
2h
+∆′3 .
Clearly, the explicitly written terms of ∆3 in the continuous limit imply an
element in the differential ideal [F ]. Further, ∆′3 = 0 implies PDE
2vvyyyy + 8vyvyyy + 6v
2
yy + 2uuxxxx + 8uxuxxx + 6u
2
xx + pyyyy + pxxxx = 0 .
The both of obtained differential equations do not follow from the Navier–Stokes
equations that can easily be verified4 by using the Janet reduction of their left-
hand sides modulo the system of polynomials in (1). Therefore, FDAs 2 and 3
are not strongly consistent. 
¿From Theorem 1, we immediately conclude:
Corollary 2. A difference standard basis G of the ideal [F˜ ] generated by the set
(13) for FDA 1 satisfies the condition (9).
5 Numerical Comparison
In this section, we perform some numerical tests for experimental comparison of
the three FDAs of the previous section. To this aim, we suppose that the Navier–
Stokes system (1) is defined for t ≥ 0 in the square domain Ω = [0, pi] × [0, pi]
and provide initial conditions for t = 0 and boundary conditions for t > 0
and (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω. Initial and boundary conditions are defined according to (17).
Moreover, since we are essentially interested in the behavior of the different
space discretizations used by the FDAs, any required additional values near the
boundary ones are supposed to be known exactly.
Let [0, pi]× [0, pi] be discretized in the (x, y)-directions by means of the (m+
2)2 equispaced points xj = jh and yk = kh, for j, k = 0, . . .m + 1, and h =
pi/(m+ 1). Considering difference equations (13) we observe that, starting from
the initial conditions, the second and the third equations give explicit formulae to
compute un+1jk and v
n+1
jk for j, k = 1, . . . ,m, respectively. Vice versa, the fourth
equation may be used to derive a m2 × m2 linear system that computes the
4 The Maple library implementing the differential Thomas decomposition [18]
is capable of making Janet reduction of a differential polynomial mod-
ulo a nonlinear system of PDEs. The library is free download from
http://wwwb.math.rwth-aachen.de/thomasdecomposition/index.php
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unknowns pn+1jk for j, k = 1, . . . ,m. In doing so, the first equation is unnecessary
to evaluate the unknowns but may be used to validate the obtained solution.
This procedure may be iterated for n = 0, 1, . . . , N being tf = Nτ the end point
of the time interval. Since in our experiments we are essentially interested in
comparing different discretizations of u, v, and p on the space domain, the value
of the time step τ was always chosen in order to provide stability.
In the following figures, we compare the error behavior in tf = 1 given by the
three methods for different values of the Reynolds number Re. Error is computed
by means of the formula
eg = max
j,k
|gNj,k − g(xj , yk, tf )|
1 + |g(xj , yk, tf )| .
where g ∈ {u, v, p} and g(x, y, t) belongs to the exact solution [14] to (1)
u := −e−2t/Re cos(x) sin(y) ,
v := e−2t/Re sin(x) cos(y) ,
p := −e−4t/Re(cos(2x) + cos(2y))/4 .
(17)
Figure 1 shows the numerical results obtained for (17) with the Reynolds
number set to Re = 105. Each subplot represents the error of a difference ap-
proximation for several values of m and N = 10. The three lines in each subplot
represent the error in u, v, and p. Even if the behavior of the three schemes is
essentially the same, for m = 50, the scheme based on FDA 1 is able to obtain
the solution with an error less than 10−7 while the schemes based on FDAs 2
and 3 do not obtain an approximation of the solution with an error less than
10−4.
20 40 60 80 100
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10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
FDA 1
 
 
20 40 60 80 100
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
FDA 2
 
 
20 40 60 80 100
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
FDA 3
 
 
u
v
p
u
v
p
u
v
p
Fig. 1. Relative error in (17) for FDA 1, FDA 2 and FDA 3 with N = 10, tf = 1,
Re = 105 and varying m from 5 to 50
Figure 2 shows the value of the first difference polynomial e1
n
j,k in (13) for
the three FDAs and for growing m obtained by the numerical solution. It is clear
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that the discretizations FDA 2 and 3 can not get along without the continuity
equation f1 in the Navier-Stokes system (1).
Figure 3 shows the results obtained for problem (17) with the Reynolds
number set to Re = 102. Again each subplot represents the error of a difference
scheme and the three lines inside each subplot represent the error in u, v, and p,
respectively, for several values of m and N = 40. Similar considerations to the
previous example may be done: the scheme based on FDA 1 works much better
than the others and the scheme with FDA 2 is the worst.
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
10−7
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
 
 
FDA 1
FDA 2
FDA 3
Fig. 2. Computed value of f1 in (1) for FDA 1 (solid line), FDA 2 (dashed line)
and FDA 3 (dash-dotted line) with N = 10, tf = 1, Re = 10
5 and varying m
from 5 to 50
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Fig. 3. Computed errors in u, v and p for FDA 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right):
N = 40, tf = 1, Re = 10
2 and varying m from 10 to 100
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We conclude showing in Figure 4 the computed error in tf = 1 using the
s−consistent FDA 1 applied to the problem (17) (Re = 102) with N = 40
and m = 100. Larger errors are near the boundaries, and u and v seem to be
better approximated than p.
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Fig. 4. Computed error with FDA 1 (u, v and p, respectively): N = 40, tf = 1,
Re = 102 and m = 100
6 Conclusion
As it has been already demonstrated in [6] for overdetermined systems of linear
PDEs, it may be highly nontrivial to construct strongly consistent difference
approximations. In the given paper, we have demonstrated that the demands of
s-consistency impose strong limitations on the finite difference approximations
to the nonlinear system of Navier–Stokes equations. These limitations proceed
from the fact that s−consistent approximations inherit at the discrete level all
basic algebraic properties of the initial differential equations.
It turned out that among two distinctive approximations generated in [12]
(by applying the same algorithmic technique with different choice of numerical
integration method), the one with a 5× 5 stencil (FDA 1) is strongly consistent
whereas the other one with a 3×3 stencil (FDA 2) is not. This result is at variance
with universally accepted opinion that discretization with a more compact stencil
is numerically favoured. One more discretization with a 3 × 3 stencil (FDA
3), obtained from the differential Navier–Stokes equations by the replacement
of spatial derivatives with the central differences and of temporal derivatives
with the forward differences, also failed to be s−consistent. As this takes place,
our computer experimentation revealed much better numerical behavior of the
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s−consistent approximation in comparison with the considered s-inconsistent
ones. The question of existence of s−consistent FDA to (1) with a 3× 3 stencil
is open.
Unlike the linear case [6], given a difference approximation on a grid with eq-
uisized grid spacings, one cannot fully algorithmically check its s-consistency.
This is owing to non-noetherianity of difference polynomial rings that may
lead to non-existence of a finite difference Gro¨bner basis for the ideal gener-
ated by the approximation. And even with the existence of a Gro¨bner basis,
its construction and algorithmic verification of s-consistency may be very hard.
For example, by using experimental implementation in Maple [9] of the algo-
rithm of papers [9,10]5, many finite Gro¨bner bases have been constructed for the
s−consistent approximation FDA-1 and for many different monomial orders. In
doing so, the smallest obtained basis consists of 5 different polynomials, and one
of the polynomials has 404 terms. In distinction to those rather tedious compu-
tations, the verification of s-consistency for FDA 1 and s-inconsistency for the
other two was done by analysing the only S-polynomial and required much less
symbolic computation.
It should be noted that in our paper, we use the collocated arrangement of
the dependent variables u, v, and p in the system (1) that often gives rise to oscil-
lations of the variables (cf. [19]) and makes impossible convergence of numerical
solutions. Our experiments presented in Section 5 demonstrate no spurious oscil-
lations of the numerical solution. This can be considered as a significant positive
property of the obtained FDAs.
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